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Th e Bark Stops Here, Tobin Leonard

New Mexico 
SCBWI is expand-
ing its off erings! 
Th anks to member 

Hester Bass, who is serving as our Santa Fe 
liaison, member gatherings in Santa Fe began 
with an initial planning session in January. A 
second gathering (schmooze) is planned for 
Saturday, March 7 from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. 
Watch the e-lerts for details or contact Hes-
ter through her website at www.hesterbass.
com. Hester joins long-time member Pam 
Herron (Las Cruces/El Paso) in organizing 
and facilitating activities for members who 
live at a distance from Albuquerque. Th anks 
to these volunteers for stepping forward and 
making things happen.

Th anks to Bonnie Bryant, we are looking 
forward to the second Enchantment Collab-
orative Show in July of this year. Th is show 
features a role reversal in which illustrators 
submit a piece of art (any medium) around 
this year’s theme of “play.” Authors then 
randomly receive a copy of an art work and 
write a one-page entry (any form) to ac-
company it. Paired art and writing will be 

on display for about a month. If you are 
interested in participating, please contact 
Bonnie by March 7th at bonnie@bonniebry-
ant.com and mention if you wish to submit 
as an illustrator or author. 

In 2015 our region will continue our 
schmooze gatherings at Domingo Baca 
Multigenerational Center in Albuquerque on 
the second Tuesday of each month at 7:00. 
Illustrator meetings are planned for the same 
dates at 6:00. Th e Albuquerque drop-in 
critique group meets at the Erna Ferguson 
library on the third Saturday of the month 
from 12:00 to 2:00.

Finally, plans are underway for our bi-
annual Fall Retreat at Hummingbird Camp. 
We have already reserved the dates of Oct. 
23 through 25, 2015, for this special week-
end. Details of the retreat will be shared as 
they are developed. Registration is expected 
to open around the beginning of August. 
Th e retreat will be limited to about 20 par-
ticipants (due to facility constraints) but we 
look forward to seeing many of you there. 

Happy writing and illustrating! 

Bluebirds Launch
Caroline Starr Rose would like to invite you 

to the launch of Bluebirds at 2:30 pm Sunday, 
March 15 at Page One
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Margarita is a poet and novelist whose work has been pub-
lished in many countries. Her books include THE SURREN-
DER TREE, a Newbery Honor book and winner of the Jane 
Addams Children’s Book Award, the Pura Belpré Award, the 
Américas Award, and the Claudia Lewis Poetry Award; THE 
POET SLAVE OF CUBA, winner of the Pura Belpré Award 
and the Américas Award; and HURRICANE DANCERS, 
winner of the Pura Belpré Award. Her most 
recent book, SILVER PEOPLE: VOICES 
FROM PANAMA CANAL, released March 
25, 2014

What typically comes � rst for you: a 
character? An era? A story idea? How do you 
proceed from there?

I love to read anything I can fi nd about 
Cuba, so when I encounter a historical fi gure 
who astonishes me, I get excited.  Th is is 
especially true for fi rst person accounts.  For 
instance, while I was doing research for THE 
POET SLAVE OF CUBA and THE SUR-
RENDER TREE, I encountered diaries that 
would later lead to THE FIREFLY LET-
TERS and THE LIGHTNING DREAM-
ER.

How do you conduct your research? 

I love interlibrary loan!  I love diaries!  I love variety, so 
I read all the current nonfi ction books and articles about a 
subject, then look at their bibliographies to fi nd earlier works.  
When I keep moving farther and farther back in time, some-
times I’m lucky enough to fi nd fi rst-person accounts.

You do have a speci� c system for collecting data? 

I’m an omnivore.  I read everything.  When something inter-
ests me, I fi ll index cards with notes.  It’s extremely low-tech.

What kinds of sources do you use?

New books, antique books, diaries, scholarly journals, bibli-
ographies, helpful librarians, just about anything I can fi nd.

How long do you typically research before beginning to 
draft?

A year of afternoons spent reading and re-reading about a 
subject (while writing my current project---using last year’s 
research---during the mornings.)  It’s diffi  cult sometimes, 
because it means time traveling back and forth between the 
current project, future project, and my real life.

At what point do you feel comfortable beginning to 
draft? How does your research continue once you begin 

writing?

I don’t consider the research fi nished until I 
remember a lot about the subject without hav-
ing to constantly look up details.  Of course, 
once the book is fi nished, I instantly forget ev-
erything, because my brain’s storage capacity is 
tiny, and by then it’s already starting to get fi lled 
up with information about the next project.

What is your favorite thing about research?

I love learning!  I’m in love with those aha 
moments when I wonder why I’ve never heard 
of this person, or this event, that seems so sig-
nifi cant and inspiring.

What’s your least favorite thing about 
research?

Th e fear of making factual errors or incorrect assumptions, 
especially regarding earlier time periods, when there were few 
fi rst-person accounts, and especially regarding indigenous 
cultures that left no written record.

What’s your favorite thing about writing historical � c-
tion?

Th e daydreaming!  I love to imagine.
What are some obstacles writing historical � ction 

brings?

Unfortunately, chain bookstores rarely stock my books.  
Th ey seem to be thought of as limited to the school and 
library “market.”  I don’t know if it’s because they’re historical, 
multicultural, or verse novels---possibly all three. I sometimes 
feel like a second-class citizen in the publishing world.
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Caroline Starr Rose 
New Mexico Assistant Regional Advisor

Straight from the Source: 
Margarita Engle on Writing Historical Fiction

Silver Peeople, by Margarita Engle. 

Straight from the Source is an ongoing series of interviews 
with authors of historical fi ction. See more at 

www.carolinestarrrose.com. 

Article continued bottom of following page
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Upcoming SchmoozesMAP Calendar
March 10: What Writers Can Learn From Actors 

Writers can develop their skills in creating vivid characters, 
realistic dialogue, and dynamic action by immersing them-
selves in the world of acting, discovering techniques that ac-
tors use to bring words to life in an authentic way. Join author 
and actress Hester Bass to explore acting exercises you can use 
to fi nd new ways to “show don’t tell.” Hester studied acting at 
the HB Studio in New York, and is the author of Th e Secret 
World of Walter Anderson (Candlewick Press), winner of the 
Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfi ction for Children. 
Visit www.hesterbass.com for more information.

April 14:
Writing the Authentic Male Voice, with David Zahn.

May 12:
Shirley Duke and Chris Eboch will discuss research and 

organization.

June 9: 
Betsy James will lead a discussion on critiques.

Pre-schmooze dinners will still be held at the Flying Star on 
Paseo del Norte, which is scheduled to continue operations. 
However, with Flying Star in bankruptcy, this could change 
on short notice. Please check the e-lerts for updates.

Please Note!

What’s one of the most interesting things you’ve learned 
while researching?

While researching HURRICANE DANCERS, I was invit-
ed to become a subject of the Cuban DNA Project.  I learned 
that my maternal ancestry is indigenous.  I am a descendant 
of the people I was researching!  Th is was especially thrilling 
because like all Cubans and Cuban-Americans, I had been 
brought up believing that Cuban Indians are extinct.  In other 
words:  the history books were wrong.

Has your research ever a� ected the overall trust of your 
book? How so?

I once had an awkward experience at a conference.  I was 
sent into a roomful of teachers who were discussing THE 
FIREFLY LETTERS.  Most were polite, but one challenged 
me, saying she didn’t like the ending, because it was too 
hopeful.  She didn’t see hope as a realistic facet of slavery.  To 
quote her, she said my ending was, “happy ever after.”  In 
my defense, I explained that I only choose stories where I’ve 
found a hopeful ending.  Other stories might fascinate me as 
a reader, but as a writer, I don’t choose to off er hopeless end-
ings to young people.

Because life isn’t always clear cut, the motives behind 
our actions don’t always make sense. But stories need to 
follow a logical path. What sorts of decisions have you 
had to make about “muddy” historical � gures or events in 
order for your book to work?

Sometimes I create fi ctional characters in real situations.  
Sometimes I combine fi ctional characters with historical 
fi gures.  Th is is the approach I took in my newest verse novel, 
SILVER PEOPLE: VOICES FROM PANAMA CANAL.  It’s 
such an incredibly enormous subject, involving hundreds of 
thousands of laborers from more than a hundred nations.  I 
had to narrow it down to a few characters.  When I tried to 
include too many, it fell apart, so I chose to focus on the ones 
I could picture most clearly, the ones whose voices reached 
me.

Why is historical � ction important?

Historical fi ction can help us understand the enormous 
world, by learning about specifi c people, cultures, and events.  
My hope is that young people will feel encouraged and 
inspired when they read about real people who made hopeful 
choices in times that must have seemed hopeless.

Straight from the Source, continued from page 2

Carrot, Ladybug. 

by Lee Lee

Digging in the 
Wetland.
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Illustrator Events
North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center, 7521 Carmel Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM  87113

March 10:
Group critique and project review! We have our annual 

SCBWI-NM collaboration project, the Enchantment Show, 
going up in July, it’s time to check in on our progress and join 
in group critique—this year’s theme is PLAY!

April 14:
Local member Lois 

Bradley will do a wa-
tercolor demo for us! 
Lois illustrated Blind 
Tom: � e Horse Who 
Helped Build the Great 
Railroad by Shirley 
Raye Redmond — she’ll 
share her process and 
best tips for working 
with watercolors. Check 
out her work here: 

http://loisbradley.com

May 12:
Local member Melinda Beavers will do a colored pencil demo 

for us! Melinda is a Colored Pencil Society of America (CPSA) 
Signature Member and Merit Award recipient. Her Book, Th e 
Zoo’s Annual Piggyback Race by Matt Harrigan, was completed 
entirely in colored pencil. Check out her work here:

 http://melindabeavers.com

June 9:
Show prep! Our annual collaboration project, the Enchant-

ment Show (with this year’s theme PLAY) is next month! It’s 
time to fi nalize our preparations and organize our eff orts to 
put on a great show.

Illustrator Meeting Schedule: 
5pm: Flying Star Café at Paseo del Norte and Wyoming. (Optional)
6pm: North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center
7pm: North Domingo Baca Multigenerational Center for local 
Schmooze. (Optional)

SCBWI New Mexico News Messenger

Connie Griffi n
Children’s Book Specialist
Bookworks

I slip so easily.  One minute I can 
be minding my own business and 
the next I have fallen into a totally 
diff erent world, time is fl ying by 

and I have to eat a peanut butter sandwich for dinner because 
it’s too late to prepare a meal and I don’t care. I have fallen 
into another book.  

Most recently this happened with, k by Kwame Alexan-
der.  His book for teens published in November 2013 meant 
no knitting for me the evening I started it. I just keep turning 
the pages and even though I was reading words on the page, 
it felt like I was listening to people talking. Alexander’s 2014 
book, Th e Crossover won the 2015 Newbery award.  Th at was 
a, let the dishes pile up I’m reading book for me. I love his 
vibrant writing.

Unless I stay stationed at my desk at Bookworks, which 
is impossible, some book is going to grab my attention. On 
my next up roster are: Th e Way to Stay in Destiny by Augusta 

Scattergood. and X a Novel by Ilyasah Shabazz with Kekla 
Magoon.  I just fi nished reading Shabazz’s picture book about 
her father, Malcolm Little: Th e Boy Who Grew up to become 
Malcolm X.

My latest box of ARCs brought Shadowshaper by Daniel 
Jose Older.  Just glancing through it I could feel it saying to 
me, “Hey the emails can wait.”  It was a close call I almost 
slipped.  Instead into my tote bag it went.

Picture books work the same time-stopping magic for me. 
Th e Mystery Hat written by Rune Brandt Bennicke and Jakob 
Hjort Jensen and illustrated by Jensen insisted that I sit down 
at my desk and read it cover to cover. If you have ever jumped 
to a conclusion this one is going to make you giggle.

If you don’t own Any Questions?  by Marie Louise Gay, there 
is a great big gap on your shelf that sorely needs this book. 
It is sort of about being an author and illustrator and sort of 
about creativity and sort of about collaboration. It’s fully won-
derful.  I don’t care if you look at it back to front or read it 
front to back or open it in the middle and go back and forth 
this is a book to cheer your soul and will urge you to grab a 
pencil or paintbrush!

Acrylic on paper, Lois Bradley
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We would like to challenge all writers and illustrators to 
participate in SCBWI-NM’s second annual Enchantment 
show. Th e theme for this year’s show is PLAY, (to be inter-
preted in whatever way you see fi t!)…

Like last year, the strange and unusual part of this challenge 
is the reversal of the workfl ow:  First, the illustrators, inspired 
by the theme, PLAY, create an image in whatever medium 
they choose, so long as it fi ts on a single page, no larger than 
16” x 20”. Th en the writers will be randomly assigned one of 
the illustrations and create their own work inspired by the im-
age, in whatever form they like, that also fi ts on just one page.

Th e fi nished art and written pieces will then hang together 
in our exhibit that will run for the month of July at the Los 
Griegos Library. We also plan to have a reception again where 
the writers will have an opportunity to read their work and 
the illustrators can talk about how they created their pieces. 
Th is was a lot of fun last year and is a perfect opportunity to 
present SCBWI-NM to the public as a united front.

Th e timeline for participation will be: JPEGS from illustra-

CALL FOR 
PARTICIPANTS 

~Enchantment~
THE SECOND ANNUAL COLLABORATIVE 

SHOW OF SCBWI-NM
Pla

y

tors due on Friday, May 1st; images assigned to writers no 
later than the following Monday, May 4th; entry forms from 
all participants will be emailed in by Monday, June 22nd; 
and fi nished, framed pieces will be delivered to the venue on 
Wednesday, July 1st.

If you would like to sign up to participate, email Bonnie 
Bryant – bonnie@bonnie-bryant.com by Saturday, March 
7th. In your email, please indicate whether you will be partici-
pating as a writer or an illustrator.

Will you accept the challenge? Come out and PLAY!

SWW (SouthWest Writers) no longer charges a visitor fee to attend meetings! Check out 
their schedule for information and topics at http://www.southwestwriters.com/

Th e next Santa Fe Schmooze will be held Saturday, March 
7 from 1:00 to 3:00 PM in the Community Room at the 
Oliver La Farge branch of the Santa Fe Public Library,1730 
Llano Street, Santa Fe, 87505. Several people have expressed 
interest in establishing critique groups in Santa Fe, so local 
liaison Hester Bass will lead a discussion on “Starting and 
Maintaining Critique Groups.” Th is will include informal 
on-the-spot critiquing; you may bring up to three (3) dou-
ble-spaced typed pages to share and receive feedback. Please 

come share your experiences with critiques (or a desire for 
them) with the group!

Llano Street runs between St. Michaels Drive and Sir-
ingo Road. Th e Community Room is the fi rst door on the 
right as you enter the library, just past the restrooms. Th ere 
is plenty of free parking. No food or drinks are allowed. 
Questions? Contact Hester Bass through her website: www.
hesterbass.com - thank you!

SANTA FE SCHMOOZE in MARCH 

Kite by Lois Bradley
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Chris Eboch 
New Mexico RA Emeritus

Strong stories have a distinct beginning (introducing the 
main character and problem), middle (where the character 
tries to solve the problem), and end (where the character suc-
ceeds or fails, and possibly learns a lesson). 

A story can feel especially satisfying if the end clearly echoes 
the beginning. Perhaps a character has gone on a journey, and 
at the end he returns home. Maybe she starts by struggling 
with some physical task, like hitting a baseball, and at the end 
she succeeds. Or he’s resisting a change, such as a new sibling, 
and the story ends with them connecting. 

When the final setting or situation is similar to the opening, 
creating “bookends” to the middle, the pattern feels satisfy-
ing. It also ensures that the story is tied together and hasn’t 
wandered off on tangents.

Carolyn Meyer often uses a prologue and epilogue as book-
ends for her historical fiction. Cleopatra Confesses (Simon & 
Schuster) includes a prologue where Cleopatra hears that her 
enemy, Octavian, is at the gates of Alexandria. The body of 
the novel shows her remembering her life as she waits. In the 
Epilogue, Octavian has arrived, demanding her surrender.

An Echo, Not a Copy
While the ending echoes the beginning, it shouldn’t 

duplicate it. With a few exceptions, a story requires change. 
Quite likely, a problem has been solved. Hopefully, the main 
character has grown. The traveler returns with a new apprecia-
tion for his home. The girl who thought hitting a baseball was 
impossible is satisfied with her progress. The boy who wanted 
nothing to do with the new baby appreciates the advantage of 
having a sibling. They haven’t just solved the problem; they’ve 
changed how they feel about the situation.

Bookend scenes may illustrate the changes by using a scene 
or language similar to, but slightly different from, the open-
ing. If you open with a girl trying to hit a baseball, close with 
her back at the same park, swinging at a baseball again. Try 
making the circumstances as similar as possible, with the same 
weather and other characters present. 

The bookend format doesn’t work if you end at a different 
point, such as with the character at home telling her parents 
what happened, even if the problem was solved in the same 
way. You want the echo of a similar scene. This can help you 

figure out where to end, so you don’t stop too early or drag on 
too long.

You can also experiment with using similar language, with 
small shifts to show what’s changed. In the opening scene of 
Uma Krishnaswami’s The Grand Plan to Fix Everything (Ath-
eneum), the narrative reads, “Two happy sighs float off the 
couch....” Of course, something quickly intrudes on this hap-
piness. But after a madcap adventure, the narrative concludes, 
“There are many kinds of sighs. The one Dini sighs now is 
wrapped in contentment.” 

Nonfiction and Art Bookends
Bookends can work with all kinds of writing, includ-

ing nonfiction. In Jennifer McKerley’s early reader Amazing 
Armadillos (Random House), the book begins and ends at the 
same point in the yearly cycle of the armadillo’s life, but with 
a twist. The beginning features an adult armadillo, while the 
end shows her pups in the same situation.

Shirley Raye Redmond’s Pup’s Prairie Home (Picture Win-
dow Books) starts with the lines, “Pup and his mom lived in 
a prairie dog town. Their home was a deep dark hole in the 
ground.” Although his mother insists this is the best place for 
him, Pup wants a more exciting home. He changes his mind 
after a close call with a hawk and ends by saying, “A deep, 
dark hole is the best home for a prairie dog pup like me.”

Illustrators can use bookends as well. In Robin Koontz’s 
wordless picture book Dinosaur Dream (Putnam Juvenile), the 
story begins and ends with the child sleeping in bed, framing 
the dream adventure with dinosaurs.

Using bookend scenes is one form of showing rather than 
telling. The reader can see how things have changed, and 
whether or not the change has satisfied the main character. 
This typically suggests the theme, so you don’t need to explic-
itly point out the lesson learned.

Bookends aren’t necessary for every story, but by thinking 
about bookends, you may find a natural ending point for 
your story. Don’t end too early, before you’ve had a chance 
to echo the beginning. And don’t go on too long, traveling 
past the natural bookend. With bookends, you can illustrate 
the change in the character or situation subtly but clearly, 
while using a repetition pattern that’s especially appealing to 
children.

Chris Eboch writes fiction and nonfiction for all ages. Chris 
offers novel critiques for $2 per page ($40 for picture books). 
Get details and recommendations at www.chriseboch.com/
newsletter.htm. Chris’s book Advanced Plotting helps writers 
fine-tune their plots. 
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By Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

Confessions of a Book Freak

Sitting in the Barnes & Noble café, I catch the drift of 
conversations that blend together like sips of cappuccino. 
Herman Melville and Mary Shelley gaze down from the mural 
overhead, daring me to fi nish my poem and spill out the rest 
of my half-fi nished novel.

It is late in the afternoon, and the tables have lost their 
symmetrical arrangement; chairs have drifted across the room. 
Customers have left coff ee rings on the circular tables and 
specks of DNA on book covers.

Today the café is fi lled with conversations, not books.  
Th ere is a man reading Th e New York Times who sits at a 
diagonal angle from me, absorbing every word with pleasure; 
he does not notice that he has become a part of my piece, that 
his pensive mood is preserved for posterity.  Th ere is a woman 
biting into a brownie, nibble by nibble.  Neither person looks 
up when I record their impressions in my notepad.

Of all the eminent writers who gaze down at me from 
the mural, the one I am most tempted to converse with is 
Herman Melville.  Oddly enough, Moby-Dick is still on my 
“Need to Read” list.  Th ousands of books surround me in 
Barnes & Noble, and sometimes I am overwhelmed by all 
that I have not yet read. Melville’s blue eyes gaze across time, 
reminding me that I have not ventured to sea with Captain 
Ahab.

As I wander through the store, I am a writer rather than a 
consumer.  In the Orwellian world of literature, some works 
have more value than others.  Books on the table – with their 
colorful covers and enticing  summaries – tempt my fi ngers 
and eyes more than novels that lean toward the wall.  

I come here often enough that the young men and women 
who work at the counter no longer inquire about whether I 
want cream in my coff ee; I always take it “black.” I come here 
often enough that I no longer have to show my discount card 
when purchasing books.  I come here often enough to know 
how quickly a new book passes through the walls, selling its 
way toward success or sinking into oblivion.  

 Melville glances down at me, still holding the cigar at the 
table that he shares with Walt Whitman and Mary Shelley.  I 
can’t help wondering what sort of conversation we’d have if I 
joined them.  Would we discuss the ephemeral beauty of life?  
Th e fi lm adaptations of Mary Shelley’s classic novel, Franken-

stein?  Or Herman Melville’s sinking stock portfolio?  I look at 
the mural again, trying to read the direction of their thoughts.  
Shelley and Whitman are having a serious conversation that 
complements the drizzling rain and grey clouds overhead.  
Th eir countenances match the weather – and I decide not to 
barge in.

Near the magazine section, there is an entire table featuring 
Wicked.  Gregory Maguire’s spinoff  of Th e Wizard of Oz has 
created an industry in itself, everything from a 2009 calendar 
to a t-shirt.  With the upcoming elections, Barack Obama 
and John McCain have garnered a special spot in the store 
near the magazine section.  Writers who capitalized on time 
and opportunity are lucky to have spots on this same table in 
bookstores around the country.

I take the escalator upstairs and fi nd my eyes fl irting with 
visions of Hannah Montana and the latest Magic Tree House 
book. Th e titles that catch my eyes will only be visible for a 
few weeks; next month there will be a new display.  Time is 
of the essence even at Barnes & Noble, where business and 
commerce dominate over the world of ideas.  Strolling into 
the children’s section, the Halloween table reminds me of how 
holidays and commerce dominate children’s books.  My book, 
Haunted House, might never make it to this table.  To do so, 
it would have to displace Spooky Scratch & Sketch, Mickey’s 
Halloween Treat, or Stellaluna.  

I eventually fi nd Moby-Dick.  He is not diffi  cult to locate; 
he is in the classic section, just where I expected him to be.  
When I open the 700 page book, I am once again intimidated 
by the small print.  But I am quickly captivated by the narra-
tor’s voice, who beckons me like a moth to a light:

 Call me Ishmael.  Some years ago – never mind how long 
precisely – having little or no money in my purses and noth-
ing particular to interest me on shore, I thought I would sail 
about a little and see the watery part of the world.

Melville has been waiting long enough; I will dive into 
Moby-Dick and follow Ahab’s quest to the fi nal scene. I will 
sail through these pages, embracing the voice and vision of a 
man who lived and died many years before I was born.  Just 
for the next week or two, Tyra Banks and America’s Next Top 
Model will have to survive without me; I will submerge myself 
in Moby-Dick under the watchful eyes of none other than 
Herman Melville’s hypnotizing portrait. 
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Editors note:  While all the information in our newsletter is accurate to the best of our knowledge, always double-check!  SCBWI 
New Mexico cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  We are always interested in upcoming info, news from members, 

articles...anything that space (and good taste) permits.  Feel free to email information or comments to Lois Bradley at 
newsmessenger@scbwi-nm.org. 
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Th e Karen and Philip Cushman Late Bloomer Award is 
for authors over the age of fi fty who have not been tradi-
tionally published in the children’s literature fi eld. Th e grant 
was established by Newbery Award winner and Newbery 
Honor Book recipient Karen Cushman and her husband, 
Philip Cushman, in conjunction with the Society of Chil-
dren’s Book Writers and Illustrators.  Karen published her 
fi rst children’s book, Th e Midwife’s Apprentice (winner of 
the 1996 Newbery Medal), at the age of fi fty-three and has 
gone on to become one of the fi eld’s most acclaimed novel-
ists. 

*Note, this award is for SCBWI members only. Follow 
this link for details: http://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/
work-in-progress-grants/karen-and-philip-cushman-late-
bloomer-award/

� ird Saturday Critique Group
� ird Saturday of each month except December: 12:00-2:00 pm, Erna Ferguson Public Library  

3700 San Mateo NE, Albuqueruqe

Late Bloomer AwardSCBWI Announces 
Lee Bennett Hopkins 
Award for Poetry

Th e Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators 
is thrilled to announce the creation of the Lee Bennett 
Hopkins SCBWI Poetry Award. Th e award will recognize 
and encourage the publication of an excellent book of 
poetry or anthology for children and/or young adults and 
will be awarded to an SCBWI member every three years. 
Th e fi rst winner will be announced in 2016, from poetry 
published in the years 2013-2015 and will be chosen by 
Lee Bennett Hopkins.

Kragon Scroll Detail, by Sarah Shade


